To promote IFLA and activities of the section, a letter update was shared with IFLA and activities of the section, a letter update was
multilingual

and sharing information using PLIS Blog. The blog will be
Revision and update of PLIS Letter / Participate in the Promoting

Further investigation was not progressed.
Publishing both guidelines in Daisy format was considered but after
Daisy translation

The Public Library Section includes Mobile Libraries' members also developed the Revised Publication of Mobile

Promotional Letter was also available during the following conferences:

To stand behind Committee Members and used during Russian Conference and by the chair at the Barcelona Meeting. A
the content of the new edition of the guidelines and how they differed from the first edition. This tool was sent
to promote the Revised Guidelines, a power point presentation was developed by Editor Chrisline Koore Dettling

Bulgarian, Czech and Slovak. This is such a great example of working collaborating around the world.

Following the publication of a new edition of the Guidelines for Public Libraries in 2010, members of the section

Achivements

Germany, Russian and Spanish (with French and German to be completed by 2013)

Translation of the digital edition of Public Guidelines in IFLA official languages (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, German, Russian and Spanish (with French and German to be completed by 2013)
The library as an online community touch-point: Finland's National Library Board Singapore

- Services and libraries: variant community, variant, Demarre
- Digital Library: powered by "Ting" - about Open Source and Joined efforts in public libraries
- Role of Digital Library (Citizens)

HEINI OIKKONEN and TIMO TÖMÖRNIEN (Helsinki City Library)

A new model approach: peer-to-peer learning using smartphones

HEINI OIKKONEN and TIMO TÖMÖRNIEN (Helsinki City Library)

Congress track 5: Ideas, innovations, anticipating the new

What does the e-library mean for the public library users? - Public Libraries

Present a session on digital libraries, Helsinki Conference

Present a satellite in Klaipėda, Lithuania

And last, more...

Helsinki City Library: New concept for our beloved public service
The Urban Office - free meeting- and workspace in the public library
Public libraries as a force for transnational
equalities
Roundtable: A Public Library Program and contrivances in academic success
Libraries as a third place and innovative public-access libraries in international development

Helsinki, Poster session 2012 (few examples PL):

Encourage public librarians to participate to IFLA conference: presenting innovative program in session or in...
GIEL ES (Division of Community Services, Windhoek, Namibia)

Empowering People for Life: Yenka-Windhoek Library Project

A study on the cooperation between public libraries and elementary schools in Tunisia

FONDer - A programme that supports academic success in the city of Repton

Teatro Piquita Lindeberg and Tulua Polo Korot (Oulu, City Library, Finland)

Together for the future - Repton Library Center

Global Program SHI ILEGALSEN (University of Agder, Kristiansand, Norway)

Joint efforts to improve reading education: cooperative projects between public libraries and schools in the Norwegian school

Claude Posessian (University of Lorraine, France)

Main reason behind the good PISA reading results in Finland

PROM SINO (Finland)

Congress track 3: Users driving access and services

School libraries a force for change for creating smart communities

School libraries and resources centers: Friend and foe?

SIS present a program for Helsinki Conference in partnership with

During those years, focus was provided to build strategic alliances and

Photo: Suzane Pavev, PLF Chair, Rund Lunduill, SL and RCS Chair

Force for change for creating smart communities

and resources centers: Friends or foes - Public and school libraries

Present a session in collaboration with PLF section for school libraries

Translation: [French]

CHANTAL

Peronne, Carolina Pinuela, Solana Nocte, Guadalupe Gomez and Pablo Guerra (National Teachers Library (BNM))

Willing the library: an interaction between public and school libraries to enhance quality education in Argentina

Broader (Public library of Repentigny, Repentigny, Quebec, Canada)
World Care discussion based on the IFLA-e-Learning principles. Topics: Legal issues, advocacy and market/business.

Paul Whitney

Readies first. A movement to improve e-book access and services for public library users around the world.

Mark Bouquet (Quebec, Canada)

Update on the situation in Singapore.

VIEN KONG (National Library Board, Singapore)

Quebec’s public libraries platform for providing their patrons with e-book access.

Marc Bouquet (Quebec, Canada)

The Norwegian digital bookshelf. vidbok.smhi.se

MORE KARSTIEN (Norwegian Public Library, Oslo, Norway)


Introducing INGA LUNDEN (IFLA governing board, CLM, Metropolitan Library Association, Sweden)

Books in Libraries

Building partnerships into practice: Global initiatives to secure access to e-books.

Congress track 5: Ideas, innovation, and implementing the new.

Rebecca Pridmore (PLS secretary)

Photos: Public Library Section members at the welcome reception in Barcelona (Zurzun)
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As much experience as possible.

was decided that Metropolitan and Public Libraries would also host a World Care to provide the opportunity to share experiences around the world relative to the Singapore Congress. This provided the opportunity to share experiences around the world relative to the Singapore Congress. This provided the opportunity to share experiences around the world relative to the Singapore Congress.

Concerned about access to e-books in libraries and all challenges coming with this, we approached the IFLA 2013 program in line with the need for information about digital application in PL in conjunction with the Media and Committee on Copyright and Other Legal Matters (CLM)
recording family treasures before a disaster or after. The delivery method is via a public and online platform.

"The project is to provide needed information to the public to assist with disaster preparedness and recovery, where possible."

to help people to protect their patrimonial treasures. This project is actually on going.

Empowering the public to protect and preserve family treasures with preservation and conservation section

about the public libraries. There were 1200 replies from 12 countries. The same words rose to the top regardless of the country was completed last winter using surveys. Money and libraries were asked what words immediately came to mind when thinking

Underlining the user survey to establish advocacy-starting point

was published in December 2012, and specific reports for each country in January 2013.

Survey on these topics in 17 countries. Annu will be P.I. ongoing concern for the continuation of the project. The first global report

BMG Foundation funded a

Annie Douton’s Standards committee member was nominated and has accepted an invitation to take part in a Gates Foundation

Collaboration to design and surveys to measure users’ perceptions of the benefits of ICT in public libraries: Bill and

This is an ongoing project and the new committee will progress further

Take part to future discussions on social media and privacy guidelines

around the world.

Collect studies about the return on investment of Public Library Services and present the information through

Public Libraries Section blog hosts a literature search on the return on investment of Public Library Services, from
Suzanne Payette, Public Library Section, Chair 2009-2013

My support I will always hold very special memories of the section members. My best wishes to all of you this year, it has been a privilege to work with you. For those who are continuing, be sure that you will always have taken the opportunity to warm and sincerely thank all colleagues who are going out of the Public Library Section.

Membership

Corresponding members ending their terms in 2012 and 2013:

- Chile 2009 - 2013
  - Frans Boersma
- Ireland 2009 - 2013
  - Brendan Nagle
- Colombia 2000 - 2012
  - Gloria María Rodríguez Sánchez
- Malaysia 1998 - 2012
  - Hanumah Dadamiah
- Malaysia 2007 - 2012
  - Reshadiah Shafuan

Public Libraries Section's role would be as a conduit for the awareness campaigns. The Section agreed to proceed in this area for example by AVLA/ALA and Raymon and Santiago is the ongoing contact officer. Jan Richardson advised a lot of work has been done on improving in other languages as soon as possible.